
EXPERIENCE EXETER 

Here’s to the 
Moments  
We share 
With good company 
And great desire 
For a wine 
That inspires 
An experience in a bottle 
#ExperienceExeter 

With passion for experience and moments 
shared, Exeter crafts a wine that inspires. Our 
story begins with a first crush. Grape after 
grape. Step after Step. These hours are 
embroidered with moments that become 
memories. Our vines twist through acres of the 
King Valley soil, basking in the Australian sun. 
We are a family that lives by the vine, sheltering 
them from the elements. Winter’s chill and 
summer’s heat. Generations of wine makers 
have helped build Exeter to what it is today, 
simply memorable wines for those that seek 
more from a glass. Take the now and make it 
extraordinary. Share a distinctive taste that can 
only be described as the Exeter Experience. 

Wine is nothing without the stories it inspires, It 
takes a love for a delicious and unique moment 
and transforms it into a memory. We want to 
share our stories we create, whether be a 
lingering moment or an unforgettable night, 
scribe your tale into the side of our bottles. Just 
nine lines, short enough for a tweet, with 
#ExeterExperience.  

A wine that inspires. 



PINOT NOIR 

I awoke and 
Stumbled into 
The living room 
To find the last two 
Glasses of Pinot 
On the coffee table 
Unfinished 
Unabashed 
#ExperienceExeter 

This light-bodied Pinot Noir will tease your 
senses with aromas of rose and plum upon the 
first sip. It washes down the taste of your 
pepper-crusted steak with deep and fruity 
flavours. As your eyes meet another’s, the 
gentle murmurs and the scraping of cutlery 
that surround are silenced by the connection. 
Another sip and subtle smile as you taste the 
distinct yet subdued spice. This demanding 
grape is not easily perfected in Australia but 
Exeter Vineyard in King Valley has created ideal 
conditions for a unique Pinot Noir that pairs 
best with good company. 

PROSECCO 

The sweetness 
Of the peach and 
Crisp bubbles 
Of Prosecco 
Lighten my bellini 
Like the sun 
On this summer 
Sunday brunch 
#ExperienceExeter 

This crisp and refreshing Prosecco brings a 
sense of autumn with aromas of apple and 
pear. The gentle applause of bubbles fill the 
silence as glasses are lifted - a toast. “If you’re 
going to lie, lie to save a friend. If you’re going 
to cheat, cheat death. If you’re going to steal, 
steal somebody’s heart. And if you’re going to 
drink, drink with me.” A symphony of soft 
clashes ring through the the air. Sip. Enjoy.  
A sweet taste of citrus and fresh finish of 
jasmine makes this Prosecco crafted in 
Victoria’s King Valley one of Exeter’s finest 
vinos.


